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Webinar: Does Automated Driving support 
sustainability of Transport? 
Notes on Presentations & Questions, Oct 27, 2020, 13:00-14:30 CET 

PART 1: Introductions 
The topic of the webinar and the panellists were introduction by the Moderator Satu Innamaa (VTT). There 

were 148 participants to the webinar. Webinar was recorded. 

Sustainable transport has three dimensions: (1) Environment: Does CAD reduce emissions or noise? How 

does it affect land use and livability? (2) Economy: Do AVs promote sustainable modal choices? Do they 

improve the efficiency of the transport networks? (3) Society: How much will CAD improve safety? Does 

it improve public health or quality of life? What about social equity, do AVs promote access to goods and 

services for as many people as possible?  

This webinar discusses how CAD and AVs can support the sustainability of transport and what current 

research indicates about these impacts. It also discusses what kind of expectations and concerns different 

stakeholders have and whether the automated mobility can be made inclusive and environmentally 

friendly. 

 

Stephan Dreher (ERTICO) gave a short introduction to ERTICO, ERTICO Academy, ARCADE project and 

EUCAD 2020 Conferences and Symposiums. Next conferences for 2021 will be announced soon. 
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Satu Innamaa presented the agenda for the webinar. 

 

PART 2: Presentations 
Presentation 1: Energy and Environmental Impacts of Automated Vehicles by Scott Smith (U.S. DOT 

Volpe Center, USA)  
Automation will not only create direct and indirect impacts but also lead to the interaction of impacts, 

such as safety and vehicle operations, personal mobility and travel behaviour.  

For safety, the potential benefit is crash reduction, whereas the potential disbenefit is a new type of 

crashes.  

For vehicle operations, the potential benefit is more responsive vehicle following and lane-keeping; 

whereas the potential disbenefit could be conflicts in mixed traffic, driver acceptance of the technology. 

Other potential impacts include smoother traffic flow and faster travel (at higher speeds where 

aerodynamics has a greater effect). Cooperative automation and ACC with smoother acceleration may 

lead to energy savings. 

For energy use and emissions, the potential benefit is smoother speed profiles, platooning, lightweight 

vehicles with improved energy efficiency; whereas the potential disbenefit is conflicts in mixed traffic, 

driver acceptance of the technology, and indirect effects of increased traffic. This impact is complex and 

it is expected that energy use could increase or decrease. 

It is possible that vehicles miles travel will increase for shared and not shared vehicles.  
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Caveats and uncertainties 

• We are measuring something that (mostly) does not exist as such yet; there are a limited number 

of road studies. 

• Using smaller vehicles can reduce energy use, as most trips only have 1 to 2 occupants. 

• With shift to electric vehicles, it needs to be considered how energy is generated. 

• Travel behaviour, increasing travel overall is speculative. 

Summary 

There is potential for energy savings and reduction of emissions due to soother traffic and shift to electric 

vehicles. Ride-sharing may be offset by increased travel and faster travel.  

Questions & Answers 

 Q: Reducing vehicle size with increased safety due to CAD sounds rational. Will people just buy large cars 

anyway for the status and looks? 

A: Some may (as they do today), although social norms around cars may also evolve.  

Q: What benefit do you think is going to be realised in automated vehicles on the standard public 

highways? How will this help in the drive for creating a carbon neutral environment? 

A: There seems to be some near-term benefit from cooperative automation, with platooning for trucks 

and smoother traffic flow for everyone.  Otherwise, it depends on factors such as vehicle propulsion 

(possibility of increased electrification), vehicle sizing, number and length of journeys, and whether 

journeys are shared.     

Q: How much role does calibration play in traffic microsimulation method when we come to use it to 

forecast impacts from changes in the system that is long-term. Surely, the base model will not be 

representative of 20 years in future! 

A: At the larger planning level, if a “driver” can safely engage in other activities during the journey, a longer 

journey will be less onerous, making longer journeys more attractive (in travel demand modelling terms, 
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the value-of-time is reduced for the in-vehicle portion of the journey).  Automation will also have an effect 

on car following and gap acceptance, which will affect both road capacity and the parameters that are 

used in traffic simulations.  

Presentation 2: Automated Driving Services in Rural Area by Toshimasa Nakagawa (NILIM/MLIT, 

Japan) 
In rural areas in Japan, transport for the elderly group is a major issue, Michi-no-Eki is a roadside station 

as living base to tackle this social issue. FOTs started 2017, short term FOT (Field Operational Test) was 

carried out in 18 locations. In Long term FOT, a business model for deployment of automated driving was 

in eight locations. Four different vehicles models were used in FOTs with capacity from 4 to 20 persons. 

 

Results 

• 1046 incidents linked to manual intervention and road infrastructure.  

• Several incidents caused by vehicles parked on the road, others cause by pedestrians and cyclists. 

• GPS accuracy reduced in mountains areas due to bad weather conditions. 

Deployment of Automated driving services in rural area 

Testing includes three routes. The number of passengers decreased due to COVID19. Majority of 

passengers were residents, >65yrs old. 

Future issues 

The goal of automated driving services in Japan is to reach 100 locations by 2030. This includes 

development of vehicles that can operate in rural areas (e.g. by reducing purchase cost). 
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Questions & Answers 

 Q: Really impressive FOT. Do you think it will reduce or increase personal travelling distance in a year? 

A: It has been confirmed that some elderly people have more opportunities to go out during the period 

of FOTs of automated driving service. It can increase the travel possibilities for elderly and other user 

groups. 

Q: Is there a viable business model in rural areas compared to urban areas where there's higher demand 

for public transportation? If there's one, what is the main contribution brought by automation? 

Q: The business model, who pays the service, 1.6€/trip is a low value? 

A: In rural areas where there is no public transportation, it is necessary to secure transportation for people 

who do not have private cars. Although automated driving services are not profitable at present, the 

deficit is small compared to public transportation such as buses, so it can be said to be a future option. 

Also regarding fares, it is necessary to consider measures such as setting higher fares for tourists than 

local residents. 

Q: Do you see the michi-no-eki automated shuttles appealing to people who have access to other modes 

of transport? Might that be a future goal as well as you expand the program? 

A: This service is primarily targeted at local residents who have poor public transport and do not have 

private cars. 

Q: If we have to install magnetic means for guiding vehicles then why not use guided rails? Railways are 

much more efficient to run than road vehicles. I guess the guiding is only a temporary measure? 

A: In rural areas, railways are not economically rational because mobile demand is absolutely low. On the 

other hand electromagnetic induction line are a realistic option because its cost is very low and can 

identify the position of automated driving vehicle even in mountainous areas. 

Presentation 3: Safety impacts of CAD by Rune Elvik (TØI, Norway) 
Levitate project addresses research questions such as ‘What are the safety impacts of CAD?’, but to what 

extent safety impacts can be predicted. Microsimulations allows to define and set vehicle parameters (e.g 

THW) and these selections affect the simulations output results. From the literature, thought the direction 

of impacts are sometimes in agreement, there is a widespread of the magnitude of estimates. Simulations 

use a threshold of 1.5 sec to define conflicts occurrence, which may not be true when considering road 

users.  

Dose-response curve for rear-end and lane-change conflicts on motorways  

At 100% market penetration there will points below and above the average estimates. Second-degree 

polynomial curve to capture the spread of the estimates of the impact. The approach applied by Levitate 

project considers upper and lower levels with the best estimate between. There are also issues for the 

estimates in urban environment.  
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Great uncertainty 

Estimates on how much safety will improve vary widely. Behaviour adaptation has not been studied 

extensively. Impacts on VRUs (pedestrians and cyclists) remain poorly known.  

Questions & Answers 

Q: The curves for change in impacts suggest that there could be some worse-before-better behavior in 

the system. What are the implications for how these new technologies should be presented to the public? 

A: The first generation of AVs will be programmed to behave more human-like driver. The next generation 

AVs can already be programmed in a way that allows using more road capacity. Drivers should not try to 

imitate AV and adopt smaller safe margins.  

Q: We know examples of potential behaviour adaptation from Tesla users experimenting with unwished 

behaviour with bad outcome. Also the Uber example of the taxi driver who caused an deadly accident due 

to distracted driver on smartphone. So Q is: could number of fatalities even increase by automation? 

A: Yes, some studies show that at low-level market penetration (e.g. 10%) some simulation indicate an 

increase. The incidents are refereeing closely to SAE Level 3, but for this automation level, the driver is 

still required to intervene when there are unforeseen events. Due to such risk involved in this transition 

at unexpected circumstances, automated vehicles at Level 3 could be very dangerous. Thus, the industry 

should skip Level 3 and go straight to automation Level 4.  

Q: What did you mean by potential behavioural patterns not studied extensively, particularly whose 

behaviour were you referring to? 
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A: Not only behavioural patterns of car drivers but also of pedestrians and cyclists. It is expected that the 

AV will react immediately, thus there will be almost no reaction time required for the AV. In such 

circumstances, the AV can accelerate/ decelerate suddenly, occupants must wear the seat belt all the 

time.   

Q: Should we move towards "banning" humans from driving, giving such attribute only to connected 

vehicles? Would this be safer, at least theoretically speaking? 

A: If cars operated by the human drivers are banned, thus motorcycles and moped vehicles drivers should 

also be banned. Special because this technology cannot be forced in people, and if they wish to drive 

manually, they should be allowed to do so. Thus, possibly we never will reach 100% market penetration.  

Q: What is the role of public transport and intermodality in your model? 

A: I do not have any model. I have just summarized available studies. Most of these deal with the market 

penetration of connected and automated vehicles. Presumable, the vehicle are cars, not larger vehicles. 

Q: Seems to be that not too much is known. What do you think about the impressive safety results from 

Tesla recently?  

Q: We know examples of potential behaviour adaptation from Tesla users experimenting with unwished 

behaviour with bad outcome. Also the Uber example of the taxi driver who caused an deadly accident due 

to distracted driver on smartphone. So Q is: could number of fatalities even increase by automation? 

A: Yes, as mentioned above, some studies indicate an increase in traffic conflict at low levels of market 

penetration for CAD, say 10–30%. However, all studies suggest that at 100% market penetration, safety 

will improve. 

Presentation 4: Impacts of CAD on the living of cities and sustainable modal choices by Sascha 

Westermann (Hamburger Hochbahn, Germany) 
Hamburg strategic goals:   

• By 2030 integrated public transport (PT) will offer urban rail, bus and ferry services as well as on-

demand and sharing services.  

• Customer experience at every step of their journey.  

• PT is the most obvious mobility option.  

• Share of PT will increase significantly up to 30% by 2030.  

Mobility bases on integrated PT. Access to mobility service should be within 5 min. More often intervals 

facilitate the mobility. On demand services enabling should be integrated into the mobility platform. 

Modern mobility mix: creates offer instead of planning based on demand. On the other hand, focus on 

the customers as the customer's views lead to the acceptance of the offer.  

If aiming for 5 min frequency services in rural areas, then AVs need to be integrated into the PT. E.g HEAT 

in Hamburg with 3 layers approach: 

• Vehicle 

• Decentral infrastructure  

• Permanent servicing control center.  

User centric research: needs, acceptance, expectations, interactions need to be addressed by asking the 

customers and operators how they feel and ask the operators what research is needed to improve those 

aspects.  

Vision: optimised transport systems supported by AVs for humans and goods.   
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Hamburg city is running a test track of 9 km of automated driving in the city centre and considering road 

users experiences to investigate what is needed from the road infrastructure.   

What is needed?  

• Identification of medium and short term effects 

• Needs to know demands 

• Gain experience in data exchange testing and promoting innovation 

• Consider also integrating urban air mobility 

Questions & Answers 

Q: What is the expected impact of the present 20% decrease in PT usage during the COVID-19 pandemic 

on the timeline for your public transport integration? 

A: We don’t know how long COVID19 it will impact PT. It is difficult, but the city believes in its mobility 

programme which is still running. This programmed was a significant investment and it hopes to get 

customers back.  

Q: So you think Hamburg can reach the demanding climate change goals without any new weapons but 

integration mobility and use of starting automation 

A: No, we need to take mobility and also the environment domains.  

Q: How do you think, at which extend the city administration is authorized to regulate the users' travel 

behavior (mode, route, departure time). E.g. we can force drivers to stop by red signal, prohibit some 

turnings, restrict the speed, how about more precise regulation for better overall efficiency? I mean with 

connectivity we can switch to more precise management assigning to every driver a spatiotemporal 

trajectory that ensures better overall efficiency. Is it acceptable to prescribe to users the route and 

departure time as we do locally with traffic sighs and lights? 

A: In Germany, usually the person doesn't break the rules. The mobility turn around is believed for the 

programme.  
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Q: How will Hamburg deal with transport for goods into the city? 

A: Project tackling on how to get goods into the city. Focus on how to combine the “Hamburg box” using 

PT and delivers services. It is a big issue due to the logistic required to addressed transport for goods.  

Q: Can you share some experience on the role of data in supporting the integrated mobility network? How 

do you use data to evaluate the performance of the integrated system? Thanks! 

A:  The different services of the mobility system should be well and reliably coordinated. To achieve this, 

all service providers share relevant data. The aim is to share them all perspectively via the swtichh App. 

In addition to accuracy and reliability, we are working on other indicators to evaluate performance. 

Q: is there a competition of Moia Services with your automated mini-buses 

A: We are happy about every provider and every service that helps us to make the mobility system more 

efficient. We do not see this as competition. 

Q: In which areas of the city do you think its more interesting to deploy automated shared cars/shuttles? 

Does the city of Hamburg consider how the automated shuttles could influence non-motorized modes of 

transport (biking and walking)? 

A: Autonomous shuttles probably offer the highest added value in the suburban area. 

A lot is also being done for cycling and walking. Here, too, the aim is to optimise the mobility system. 

Q: Perhaps you can add proactive TM actions and technology easily? 

A: Yes, that is the goal. 

Final remarks 
Final remarks to summarise the expeted sustainability impacts of automated driving included: 

• Maybe for automation resulting in benefits for the environment and some user groups.  

• Possibly some benefits will not on be achieved during the first generation Of AVs. However, by 

the second generation, such impacts could be more visible, such as safety impacts.  

• It is possible to achieve some sustainable mobility goals by adding AVs as part of the transport 

services. 

• There are a lot of unknown and open research questions to address before we know all about the 

sustainability impacts of automated driving. 

The moderator thanked all the presenters for their interesting presentations, audience for their active 

participation and ERTICO for all the support. 
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Slido polls to the webinar audience 
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